When Union recruits new students, it often urges them to "study with the authors." Nowhere is that principle more in evidence than in Union’s School of Theology and Missions.

In recent years, biblical scholars at Union have been involved in more than 40 major book projects directly connected to the Scriptures, acting as authors, co-authors, editors and contributors. These projects vary greatly, from 700-page commentaries to notations in study bibles.

Beyond the books, biblical scholars at Union have published hundreds of peer-reviewed journal articles and accepted invitations to make presentations at conferences around the world. Amid this academic research is found the traditional Union commitment to classroom teaching. Two biblical scholars at Union have been awarded the prestigious Faculty Member of the Year award in the past seven years.

What follows is a limited bibliography showing Union’s work in the area of biblical scholarship. For a more complete listing, please visit the following Union websites:

www.uu.edu/scholarship | www.uu.edu/books

David S. Dockery
President, Union University

**Biblical Authority and Interpretation**

**Books**


**Christian Scripture: An Evangelical Perspective on Inspiration, Authority and Interpretation** (Nashville: B&H, 1995).


**Chapters or periodicals**


**Biblical Commentary and Exposition**

**Books**

- Ephesians: One Body in Christ (Convention, 1996).
- New American Commentary (projected 45 volume series), General Editor, 1990-92; Associate General Editor, 1992-present (Nashville: B&H).

**Chapters or periodicals**


**New American Commentary** (projected 45 volume series), General Editor, 1990-92; Associate General Editor, 1992-present (Nashville: B&H).

**How to do Exegesis**

- New American Commentary (projected 45 volume series), General Editor, 1990-92; Associate General Editor, 1992-present (Nashville: B&H).

**Chapters or periodicals**

The Nature and Authority of the Bible


The Interpretation/Application of the Bible


Biblical Commentary and Exposition


Scott Huelin

Associate Professor of English and Director, Honors Community


“Interpreting the Parables’ Recent Interpreters,” a review essay over Craig L. Blomberg’s Interpreting the Parables; Robert Farrar Capon’s Kingdom, Grace, Judgment; and Barbara Green’s Luke a Tree Planted, in Christian Reflection: Parables (Fall 2006).


Paul Jackson

Professor of Biblical Studies


“Moses in Hebrews,” Biblical Illustrator (Fall 2006), 46-49.


“Predestined,” Biblical Illustrator (Spring 2002).


“Eschatological Sleep” Comparative Study,” in Biblical Illustrator (Fall 2006), 46-49.
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